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Abstract 
In this paper a consistent model specification test is proposed. Some consistent model 
specification tests have been discussed in econometries literature. Those tests are con-
sistent by randomization, display a discontinuity in sample size or have an asymptotic 
distribution that depends on the datagenerating proces and on the model, whereas 
our test does not have one of those disadvantages. Our test can be viewed upon 
as a conditional moment test as proposed by Newey but instead of a fixed number 
of conditional moments an asymptotically infinite number of moment conditions is 
employed. The use of an asymptotically infinite number of conditional moments will 
make it possible to obtain a consistent test. Computation of the test statistic is 
particularly simple since in finite samples our statistic is equivalent to a chi-square 
conditional moment test of a finite number of conditional moments. 
1 Introduction 
Most model specification tests can be put in the framework of Newey's(1985) con-
ditional moment (CM) tests of functional form. Those CM tests of functional form 
exploit the property that for correctly specified models the conditional expectation 
of certain functions of the observations should be almost surely equal to zero. A 
chi-square test can be based on a weighted average of the sample equivalents of these 
moments. As Bierens(1982,1990) notes, this type of test cannot be consistent against 
all possible alternatives and the power of the CM tests heavily depends upon the set 
of weighting functions chosen. It will always be possible to construct a datagenerating 
process such that the moment conditions hold while the null is false. 
Bierens(1982,1984,1987,1988,1990) suggests to remedy this inconsistency by us-
ing an infinite number of moment restrictions. We remark that it is also to be 
expected that as more observations become available we would wish to test a model 
against a higher-dimensional alternative in order to obtain power against more al-
ternatives. If this is the case, the asymptotic theory for chi-square tests of a fixed 
number of conditional moments might not necessarily be correct since the number of 
conditional moment conditions is allowed to grow with n. In this paper we will inves-
tigate the behavior of what is known as a type of the chi-square misspecification test 
if the number of conditional moments tested is allowed to slowly approach infinity as 
the number of observations increases. The asymptotic distribution of the sequence 
of statistics obtained this way will be shown to be standardnormal and the statistic 
will be shown to be consistent under regularity conditions. The research is motivated 
by the fact that the consistent tests obtained by Bierens(1982,1984,1987,1988,1990) 
display an undesirable discontinuity in sample size, are consistent by virtue of ran-
domization or have an asymptotic distribution that depends on the model and on 
the underlying distribution of the datagenerating process. This paper therefore can 
be considered a natural extension of the results obtained in those papers. Related 
work has been done by Andrews(1991) who proves asymptotic normality of linear 
functionals of series estimators. However, our statistic cannot be written as a linear 
functional of some series estimator. 
In section 2 of this paper the theory of consistency of econometrie tests will be dis-
cussed. In section 3 the asymptotic theory of our result will be explained. In section 
4 the consistency of our test in a special case will be proven. Appendix A contains 
the set of assumptions that are usually maintained in nonlinear regression analysis. 
It will be referred to as "Assumption A". Appendix B will be devoted to a set of 
assumptions needed in addition to the Standard assumptions of Assumption A. It 
will be referred to as "Assumption B". A smaller set of assumptions that imply 
Assumption B is also present in this appendix; it will be referred to as "Assumption 
B " \ Appendix C contains the proofs of the lemmas and theorems. 
2 Consistency of tests 
In parametric regression analysis it assumed that the regression function r(x) belongs 
to a family of known real functions / (x , 6) on Rp x 0 , where 0 is a subset of Rm. In 
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Lemma 1 Let e € R and x € Rp be random variables such that Et2 < oo and 
x € [0,27r]p. Suppose x has a continuous density f(x) and cdf F(x) on [0,27r]p. Let 
Zp denote the collection of integers in RP. If P[E(e\x) = 0] < 1 then 3t G Zp : 
Eeexp(it'x) ^ 0. 
Proof: See appendix. 
Bierens (1990) proofs that if the conditions of our lemma 1 hold, the set 
{t €RP :Eeexp(t'x) = 0} 
has Lebesgue measure zero. In that paper, a consistent test is based on a series of 
functions 
gi(x) = exp(*{$(a:)) 
for some 1-1 mapping $(.) that maps RP to a bounded subset C of RP and a series 
ti that grows towards a dense subset of C. The continuity of the density of the 
explanatory variables is not needed there. However, in this paper it is preferred to 
use an enumeration of the Fourier series since we expect that this will improve power 
properties because smooth functions are usually well approximated by a lower-order 
Fourier expansion. 
3 Asymptotic theory of chi-square tests of a grow-
ing number of conditional moments 
As is well-known a suitably rescaled chi-square distributed random variable converges 
to a normal distribution as the number of degrees of freedom approaches infinity, i.e. 
in distribution. The intuition behind our test is that this might happen also if the 
number of conditional moments tested in a chi-square misspecification test is allowed 
to slowly approach infinity as sample size tends to infinity. However, for finite sample 
size our test will be equivalent to what is known as a chi-square test of a finite 
number of conditional moments. This property is extremely convenient since this 
will allow the use of all Standard regression software packages in order to calculate 
the statistic proposed. The ease of computation of this type of consistent test has 
been an important motivation in the developing of the theory presented here. 
In deriving the asymptotic distribution of the test we will not use an enumeration 
of the Fourier series but instead we will use some abstract series of functions gi(x). 
The conditional moments used in the derivation of the limiting distribution of our 
test will be of the form Etigfoi), for / = 1,..&, k = k(n) —* oo as n —* oo. The 
consistency of the test for a particular series gi(x), l — 1,.. can then be proven on 
a case by case basis as is done for the Fourier series in our theorem 3. We note 
that under the alternative the speed of convergence towards infinity of our test is 
slower than sample size. This speed of convergence is obtained in Bierens(1990). The 
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Suppose k = k(n) for some positive integer-valued sequence k(n) such that k(n) —• oo 
as n -> oo. The series k(n) will be abbreviated by k in the sequel. Let Vk be the 
covariance matrix of ra* , i.e. for h, l = 1, ..k, 
Wk]hi = EeKgtixx) - [{dmfixuOtiïA-1*)^!) - [(d/d9)f(x1,e0)]A-1ch) 
Put X(k) = Xmin(Vk) and A* = Amtn(Vfc)- Let Vk denote the sample equivalent of Vk, 
i.e. 
ivy« = (i/n) E«?&(**) - IWwmxj, oM-^ükM - l(d/de)f{Xj, ê)]A-* 
3-1 
A 
where e, = t/j — f{xj,B). 
In order to obtain some speeds of convergence in probability used in the deriva-
tion of our result it will be necessary to strengthen the Standard assumptions for 
proving consistency and asymptotic normality of nonlinear least squares estimators 
as listed in Appendix A. The strengthening involves the assumptions listed in Ap-
pendix B. In Appendix B ten necessary assumptions are given that are used in the 
derivation of the result. Those assumptions can be shown to follow from a consider-
ably smaller set of assumptions that is also listed in Appendix B and will be referred 
to as Assumption B'. The extra assumptions made do not seem to be very restrictive. 
They involve the existence of moments of functions of the fourth order moment of 
the regresion residuals and first and second derivatives of the parametric response 
function f(x,6). 
Of course, some limitations on the sequences kn, A* and s* are necessary too in 
order to obtain the asymptotic normality result. The restrictions on the A* sequence 
can be interpreted as a restriction on the amount of multicollinearity that is asymp-
totically allowed. Clearly we will have to require that from some point all covariance 
matrices are nonsingular. This type of condition is also used in Andrews(1991). His 
results show that if the density of Xi is bounded away from zero on [0,27r], if no 
parameters are estimated, if an enumeration of the Fourier series is used for the gi(.) 
functions and it is assumed that E(e\\xi) = Et\ = a2 the minimal eigenvalue of 
the Vk matrices will be bounded away from zero. Our results allow the eigenvalue 
sequence to slowly converge to zero. In spite of results of this sort it is clear that 
the restrictions on the eigenvalue sequence are restrictive and in some cases they are 
likely to be violated. They however appear to be necessary in this type of analysis. 
See Gallant(1981) and Andrews(1991) for a discussion of this type of assumption. 
The assumptions on these sequences that are necessary in this paper are: 
Assumption C : 
• 1: limn-Kx, k/n = 0 and limn_oo l/A; = 0 
• 2: lim supn^oo A;~l/25jfe < oo 
. 3: Kmn_ooAj23jfc3/2n-1/2 = 0 
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then Un is asymptotically N(O,n2EHn(zi,Z2)2/2) distributed. 
The result of theorem 1 has little practical significance. In practice, of course, 
the matrix Vk will usually be unknown and will have to be estimated. Also it will be 
necessary to replace the m* vector by the rhk vector. For this purpose we need the 
following lemmas of which in particular the first is hard to prove. By means of the next 
lemma we will prove that under regularity conditions the statistics based on the exact 
covariance matrix and on the estimated covariance matrix will be asymptotically 
equivalent. 
Lemma 4 Suppose that Assumptions A, B (or B') and C hold. Then 
P^n^k-^m'kiVk-1 ~ Vk-^rhk = 0. 
Proof: 
The lemma follows from Assumption C and the following four lemmas: 
Lemma 4a: 
k k 
k-^irh'kV-'rhk - m'kVkmk) < m ' ^ r ^ A ^ E Ê ( ^ ~ ^)(/ l/)]1/2 
h=l1=1 
almost surely. 
Lemma 4b: 
h=i i=i 
Lemma 4c: 
fh'krhkk^Sk2 = Op(l) 
Lemma 4d: 
P l i mn-ooAfc/Afc = 1 
The next lemma will enable us to asymptotically replace the m^-vector by the 
mfc-vector which is based on the regression residuals. 
Lemma 5 If Assumptions A, B (or B') and C hold then 
vYimn^k-1l\rnkVk-1rhk - rh'kV^rhk) = 0. 
Proof: See appendix. 
After showing that the effect of the estimation of the parameters and the effect 
of the estimation of the covariance matrix are negligable the following theorem now 
easily follows: 
Theorem 2 Under assumptions A, B (or B') and C, 
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• 1: (yi,Xi),...,(yn,xn) is a sample from a probability distribution F(y,x) on 
Rx Rp for which Ey\ < oo. 
• 2: The parameter space 0 is a compact and convex subset of R™ and / (x , 6) is 
for each 8 € 0 a Borel measurable real function on RP and for each p-vector x a 
twice continuously differentiable real function on 0 . Moreover, for a,b = 1, ..m, 
- 2.1: Esupeeef(xi,ey < oo 
- 2.2: £sup,
€e |(yi - f(x1,e))2((d/dea)f(x1,e))((d/d0b)f(x1,e))\ < oo 
- 2.3: Esnpeee\((d/d9a)f(x1,e))((d/deb)f(xue))\ < oo 
- 2.4: £ s u P 0 € e [(^ - /(x1,ö))(Ö/ööa)(Ö/ÖÖ6)/(x1,ö)| < oo 
• 3: ^(j/i — f(%i, O))2 takes a unique minimum on 0 at 6Q. Under Ho the param-
eter vector $o is an interior point of 0 . 
• 4: The matrix 
A = E((d/def)f(x1,eQ))((d/de)f(x1,e0)) 
is non-singular. 
Appendix B 
The following assumptions are needed in addition to the Standard assumptions of 
Appendix A in order to prove our results: for a,b,c= l,..m: 
Assumption B : 
. i: EsnPeee\[(d/dea)(d/deb)f(xue)}[(d/döc)f(xue)]\<oo 
. 2: E\[{d/d9a)f(zue0)][{d/dOb)f{zuOoW<oo 
. 3: £ s u p e € e | (Ö/^ a ) (Ö/^ 6 ) / (x 1 , ö ) | < oo 
. 4: EsuP f l £ e | ( y i - f{xue)f{dld6a)f{xue)\ < oo 
. 5:
 J Esup, 6 e | ( ï / 1 - / (x 1 ,ö ) ) 2 (Ö/öö a ) (Ö/a^) / (x 1 ,ö ) |<oo 
. 6: £sup„ 6 e | ( y i - M ^ J ^ K ö / W . J / ^ . ^ K ö / ^ ^ / ö e c ) / ^ . ^ ) ] ! < oo 
• 7: Et\ < oo ; £ef[(d/d0a)/(x l 50)]2 < oo 
. 8: Eci[(d/dda)f(xu0o)}2[(d/deb)f(xueo)}2<oo 
. 9: EsnPeee | ( y i - / (x 1 ,ö ) ) [ (ö /^ a ) / (x 1 ,ö ) ] [ (ö /ö^) / (x 1 ,ö ) ] [ (ö /^ c ) / (x 1 ,ö ) ] | < 
oo 
. 10: £ s u P e 6 e l ( ï / i - / ( x i , ö ) ) [ ( a / ^ a ) / ( x 1 , ö ) ] P / ö ö t ) / ( x 1 , ö ) ) | < o o 
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by Assumption C and some calculation (the inequality (a'b)2 < a'ab'b is used). 
Proof of lemma 4 : 
In the proof of lemma 4 the k subscripts will be dropped in order to improve 
readability. 
Proof of lemma 4a : 
Note that 
k-^m'iV-1 - V-l)rh = k-^m'V-^V - V)V-lrh 
< k-ll2rh'm\max{V-\V - V)V~l) 
< m'mifc-^^sup \JV~\V - V^c]2)1'2 
c'c=l 
< m'mfc-1/2Amax(y-1)Ama,(y-1)(Amai(y - vff'2 
< rh'mk-1'2 sup \c'V-2cdV-\V - V)2V~''c\ 
c'c=l 
< rh'rhk-^X^1 max(|Amai(V - V)\t \\min(V - V)\) 
< rh'rhk-1'2^1^ sup Y, E N M | V - V\(hi) 
c
'
c = 1
 / = i h=i 
h=l1=1 
by two applications of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality and we note that the same 
argument is valid for the —Ar-1/2m.'(V—a — V~l)rh term. 
Proof of lemma 4b : 
Here we will prove that (EJUi ELi (V - V)2hl)) = Opin^tfsl). This will be done in 
four steps: 
• 2: E L 1 E f = i ( n c A , c , , i , % 0 - ^ ( c ^ c ^ ^ ) ( W ) ) 2 = O p ( n - 1 P 4 ) . 
• 3: ELiEli(ncH,c,,Aj){hl)-V(chychA,e0)(hl))2 = OP(n-'k2st). 
• 4: E U Eli(V{hl) - V(ch,chA,e0)ihl))2 = 0P(n-lk2st). 
where V(.,.,.,.) is the sample variance-covariance matrix based on the argu-
ments. Our first effort will be the substitution of c^ by Ch in the first formula, i.e. 
the proof of the fact that 
E E ( ^ , Q , A , % o - V(ch,êhA,ê)(hl))2 = 0F(n-Wfc). 
h=ï 1=1 
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and A — A = Op(n - 1/2) since, for a, b = 1, ..m, 
A«*> - (ïHi^d/de^fixi^Md/de^fixjM 
= ( l /n)è[ ( 9 /^ ) ( ö / ö ö a) / (x i , ^ ) ) ] [ (Ö/Öö f c ) / (x i ,ö ( a ' i ' ) ) ] (ö - e0) 
and the last two terms are Op(n_1/2) by Assumption C, the ULLN of Jennricb(1969) 
and consistency of the mean values. The result then foUows because, for a, b = 1, ..m, 
i=i 
= 0(n"1/2) 
by Assumption C. With this result it is easy to prove that 
E E C V K Q , A , 0 ) { h l ) - (V(ck,chA,ê){hl))2 = 0P(n-lk2si). 
h=l fel 
using Assumptions A and C. 
The third part is then proven by noting that, by Taylor's theorem, 
sup | ( l /n) £ e2(9l(Xj) - [(d/00) ƒ(*,-, èyA-^Mxj) - [(d/d6)f(Xj, ê))A-'ch) h,i=i,..k £ J 
- ( l / » ) è ^ ( * i ) " [(dmfixM^cdiskM - P / W O r ^ o p - 1 ^ ) ! 
i= i 
< sup || [ ( l /n)f :2e j(ö)[(Ö/Öö') / (^ ,ö)](^(x i)-[(ö/öö ') / (x i ,ö)]A-1c /)x 
h,i=i,..k
 j=1 
M*;) - [(W)/(M)M~a*) 
+e){6)[{did0)f(xh e))A-lcl\{dide'){dide)f{xh e)]A-'ch 
+eJ(*)[(0/W)/(* i ,*)]A-1c f c[W^ \\\\ (ê-e0) \\ 
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i=i 
Next we establish the inequality 
k 
(rhk - Thk)'(rhk - rhk) = E(™** ~ ™kh)2 
h=i 
= EI""1/2 E 'AWM)fi*i, OM'1* " (<?" ^o)(l/n) £[(0/00)f(X., fl»)]^)]2 
h=l j=l j=l 
= 0P(n-ls2kk) + J2[n1/2(ê - 60)'(ch - ch)]2 
h=l 
<\\ nl'2{ê - 60) ||2 E ( ë » - Ch)'(ch - «*) + 0P{n-ls2kk) 
h=i 
= Opikn-hl) 
(by the argument in lemma 3) where 
h = (l/n)it[(d/d6)f(xj,êW)}gh(xj) 
3=1 
Lemma 4 follows by noting that 
(k-1/2rh'kVk-\rhk - rhk))2 = O H A ^ / V n " 1 ) = oP(l) 
by Assumption B. A similar argument is valid for the term not yet handled. 
P ro of of theorem 3 : 
Since 
k^n^T = kn-x(mkVkmk - k) 
and since the sequence A;2n_1 converges to zero we only take into account the expres-
sion 
kn~ mkVkrhk 
Note that Amax(I4) < Cks\ and \max{Vk)/Xmax(Vk) —> 1 in probability by an argu-
ment similar to that in the proof of lemma 4. Consistency is then seen from 
kn~1rhkVkrhk 
> kn~1(mkmk/Xmax(Vk)) 
>(n-1m'fcmfc)(l/C)(Amax(yfc)/Amax(^)) 
since by lemma 1 n - 1 / 2 ^ will eventually contain at least one element that converges 
in probability to a nonzero constant. 
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